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Approximately 25% of 
articles on Wikipedia 
have or could use a 
map

- Place articles need 
locator maps (20%)
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Locator maps

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fenwick, Connecticut (CC-BY-SA 3.0)



Thematic mapsThematic maps

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northern Bald Ibis (CC-BY-SA 3.0)
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northern Bald Ibis (CC-BY-SA 3.0)
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Ibismap_2003.png (CC-BY-SA 3.0)



Automated maps on Wikipedia

March 2009:

The German Wikimedia chapter announced they would 
provide funding to purchase three servers to use for 
integrating OpenStreetMap with Wikipedia.

- Database server to host copy of OSM data

- Rendering server to generate tiles and maps

- Map toolserver for development and experimental projects
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Back-end



Front-end

Slippy Map / Open Layers MediaWiki extension

Embed maps in wiki pages, where <slippymap> tag is used:

- Maps are static images by default (generated server-side 
using Mapnik)

- Interactive maps can be activated by clicking on map (tiles 
generated server-side with Mapnik, with interactivity and map 
layers assembled client-side with OpenLayers JavaScript library)



OSM – not ideal?

Default OSM maps are not 
ideal for some wiki
articles.

- Default OSM styling focuses on 
set list of features

- Does not include terrain shading, 
which may be appropriate for maps 
of natural features and 
phenomena.

- Not suitable for thematic (e.g. 
choropleth / statistical) maps

CC-BY-SA 3.0 Lokal Profil



Future - Custom maps

- Each set of map styles or layers (e.g. satellite, OSM) with full 
global coverage and zoom levels requires substantial disk 
storage space for all the map tiles.

- We are limited in the number of custom styles that we can 
provide with full global coverage and zoom levels.

- But, Default OSM maps are not ideal for some wiki articles.

- With the PostgreSQL and rendering infrastructure in place, it 
will be possible to provide custom map making tools for maps 
with limited spatial coverage and zoom levels.



Future - Base map options

Provide a number of base map layers 

OpenStreetMap (default base layer)
- Mapnik?
- OpenLayers vector rendering?

Satellite imagery (optional)

Political boundaries for thematic (statistical) maps

Terrain hillshading



Future - Base map options
Satellite imagery 

Landsat
– global coverage to 83 N / 83 S
- 15 meter monochromatic resolution 

Blue Marble
- global composite from MODIS (2004)
- lower resolution, true color mosaic

Aerial imagery
- NAPP (national aerial photography program)
- U.S. only
- One meter resolution
- Possibly other sources?



MapMaker – base layers



MapMaker – parameters



MapMaker – overlays

Map overlays:

- WMS layers
- Vector layers (points, lines, polygons)

- KML
- Shapefiles
- GML
- WFS 

- Markers

Data sources:
- http://www.data.gov - earthquakes, weather, census data …
- other remote sites (like pulling videos from Internet Archive)
- user uploaded data?



MapMaker –map stylesheet

Generate map style sheet, containing:

•Map base layer

•Parameters

•Overlays

•Styling information



MapMaker –generate map

Generate map from style sheet:

• Static map generated with Mapnik

• Interactive, but limited zoom maps, with OpenLayers for 
statistical maps, with mouseovers

• Add to Wikimedia Commons and make available

• Users can add to wiki pages

• If tied to live dataset (e.g. earthquakes), allow updated 
maps to be generated on a schedule?
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